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from the editor
The array of skills and talent exhibited
by Philmont staff through the years is
as broad and often as breathtaking as
the skies of northern New Mexico.
     Whether it’s tying a diamond hitch
or scaling the rocks at Cito, convincing
a burro to change its mind (or at least
change direction), or snagging a brown
trout in the Agua Fria, the abilities of
Philstaff are varied – in many cases legendary.  Many acquired their skills at
Philmont itself, learning from veterans
who hiked the trails before them.  Others brought their skills, but took them
to new heights (or is that elevation?) in
the shadow of the Sangre de Cristos.
     Understandably, the skills and
talents most often observed in Philstaff
are those that relate to the out of doors;
camping and hiking and ranching and
all the Scoutcraft skills that have made
Philmont what it is.
     But there is a whole tradition of
other talents not so often recognized,
though just as impressive.  Scores of
Philmont staff have proven themselves
at amateur and, in many cases, professional singing and songwriting.  Others
have done the same with drawing and
painting and other forms of visual arts.  
And still others have distinguished
themselves as writers and photo–
graphers.  When the Philmont Staff
Association decided it would include a
show of work in visual arts by former
Philstaff as part of the 2005 reunion,
the problem was not in finding enough
quality work to show, but in finding
enough space to do justice to the many
outstanding entries we received.
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PSA Announces Writing Contest winners
     For years, Philmont’s Activities Department has conducted a photography
contest among seasonal staff.  Every
year there are stunning entries in a variety of categories and the opus accumulated through the years provides both a
visual history of Philmont, its program,
and its people – and a testament to the
talent of the staff who bring it all alive.
     Members of the PSA’s Publications
Committee are aware of a number of
current and former Philmont staff who
are tremendously talented writers.  
Following the example of Activities,
we approached Philmont management
and inquired about the possibility of
the PSA conducting a parallel writing
competition among the summer staff as
well.  The response was immediate and
strongly positive.
     With the active support of Ranch
management, the capable assistance of
the 2012 News and Photo staff, and the
hard work of Warren Smith of the PSA
Publications Committee, High Country has compiled this special edition,
which contains the winning entries in
both competitions.  We provide it as a
celebration of some of the talent of the
2012 Philmont staff – and of the summer that they shared together.  If you
were a member of that staff, we hope
that it will serve as a sort of yearbook
(or at least a summerbook) for future
recollection.  If you weren’t, then we
hope you will enjoy it just for what it
is – a remarkable collection of creative
ability from those who’ve lived the
dream in Colfax County.
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by Warren Smith

Katie Sill and Spencer Shadel are the winners of the Philmont Staff Association’s
first ever writing contest for Philmont’s seasonal staff members.
     Sill won the poetry category for two poems, “Drink in the Light” and “Wash It
All Away.”  The poems, said Warren Smith, who chaired the judging panel, “are
concrete and evocative and wonderfully capture Philmont without once mentioning Philmont.  But anyone who has looked up at the sky at Philmont will immediately recognize it in these poems.”  
     Spencer Shadel won in the personal memoir/adventure category with his
essay “The Mist and the Magpie.” It tells the story of a fleeting encounter with a
mountain lion on the trail.  “The story blends the material world with the mystical
world in a thoroughly believable way,” Smith said.
       The PSA received more than a dozen entries in this the first year of the contest.  
“We’re off to a good start, with two worthy winners,” said PSA Publications Committee Chairman and High Country Editor Ed Pease.  “It’s my hope that the PSA
Writing Contest will become both a Philmont tradition and an encouragement to
aspiring writers.”

Photo contest winners announced
For another year, the Activities Department cycled through numerous photos
for this year’s Philmont Photography
Contest, in which staff members from
across the Ranch submit some of their
best work in the hopes of winning.
     The categories ranged from porch
view and wildlife to humor and black
and white. One of the winners—Savannah Moore, who won first in the porch
view category—spent a lot of time
at Rich Cabins for the right moment,
where she snapped a picture of an
old wagon through one of the cabin’s
windows.
     “[With] This picture, I actually spent
a lot of time,” the 21 year old said.  “It
has a lot of really good elements in it.”
For the photo, Moore had to wait until
the sun softened enough and the colors
were just right, barely hitting the grainy
wooden surface of the wagon.
     Though she won first in one category, and ultimately placed third overall,
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she considers photography as little
more than a hobby for right now. “If I
had more time, it might develop into a
serious hobby,” she said. “Right now
it’s something I’m just interested in.”
      For as far back as she knows, the
Activities Department, where she
works, has been managing the photo
contest. The contest gives an opportunity to staff members to showcase some
of their best photographs.   Not too surprising, given the wonderful prospects
a location like Philmont provides to
those hoisting a camera. “I looked for
a photo that punched me in the face,”
said Matt Prokosch, a photographer
at News and Photo Services who was
also a judge at the event. “I also placed
preference toward photos that told a
story.”
     
Garrett Franklyn
News and Photo Service, PhilNews
reprinted with permission
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Drink in the Light
If the stars would fall, I’d dance in their rain
Splash in the puddles of silver, drink in the light
And my saturated soul would burn so bright
That shadows would wither and writhe in pain.

1st Place - Black & White
Justin Kearnes
Brea, CA
Rich Cabins

First Place – Poetry
Katie Sill
Prairie Village, TX
News & Photo Service
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1st Place - Camper Activity
Justin Kearnes
Brea, CA
Rich Cabins

Dawn painting “en plein air” outside of
Gunnison, CO. Photo by Jonathan Houck.
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1st Place - Digital Creations
Luke Wajrowski
Crystal Lake, IL
Activities

Wash it All Away
Lean back and watch me
paint the sky. Reaching
up I dip my hands
into the clouds, soft
as a whisper and delicate
as a memory. Forearms
stained white, I blend
the horizon while the sun
casts a tangerine blush
on the face of the mountains.
In the last gasp of light,
I’ll turn to you, my face
Tinged with pink, and smile.
Framed by the watercolor
Sunset before the night seeps
In to wash it all away.

1st Place - Flowers & Plants
Carrie Anderson
Cimarron, NM
Conservation

First Place – Poetry
Katie Sill
Prairie Village, TX
News & Photo Service
8  1st place photos
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1st Place - Porch Views 3rd Place Overall
Savannah Moore
Jay, FL
Activities

1st Place - Humor
Christine Salisbury
Raytown, MO
Ranger

1st Place - Landscape - 2nd Place Overall
Carrie Anderson
Cimarron, NM
Conservation

1st Place - Storms & Rainbows
Luke Wajrowski
Crystal Lake, IL
Activities
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The Mist and the Magpie
I want to preface this story with two
things about me that will prove relevant:  one, I have always been skeptical
about anything supernatural.  I have no
trace of superstition in me, no belief in
hauntings or creatures or the otherwise
mystic and mysterious.  I’ve been to
plenty of haunted spots, spent my fair
share of time alone in dark and creepy
places, always without incident.  And
two, the one animal I have been yearning to encounter in the backcountry is
a mountain lion.  I’ve seen plenty of
bears, rattlers, elk, and pronghorn this
summer, but have been hankering for a
chance to see a big cat in the wild.  
     On my most recent hike-in day, one
stared me in the eyes from five feet
away.
     The night of July 9th I took a crew
up Stonewall Pass to Urraca Camp after
having spent our first night in Lover’s
Leap Camp.  We took a gentle pace up
the west face, hiking steadily under a
low-set cloud cover that covered the
top of Trail Peak behind us.  In the few
minutes the sun pierced the clouds
we stopped for lunch, and arrived to
hear Urraca’s porch talk just as a light
afternoon rain began to fall.  We set up
camp in the steady rain, ate our pound
cake in lieu of the challenge course and
drank some hot cocoa to warm us from
the inside out.  
     My crew was from Denver—tough
and proactive kids, experienced and
interesting advisors, three father-son
pairs, all fit, active, and acclimated—in
short, a dream crew.  I was having a
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blast with them, so much so that I was
loathe to leave them in the morning.  I
had told them a bit about Urraca on
our hike up:  ‘urraca’ is Spanish for
‘magpie,’ a portent of evil in Anasazi
lore; the mesa is haunted by nefarious
guardian spirits protecting the last of
four totems in place to close a portal to
the fourth dimension; mountain lions
roam the mesa, stalking any lone wanderers who come too close to the final
totem.  I had told them just enough to
whet their appetites for Urraca’s eerie
campfires tales.
     The rain let up just enough for us to
hold campfire in Urraca’s bowl rather
than the main cabin porch, so there we
were at 7:50, huddled together on the
campfire benches under damp fleeces
and rain gear, all of us looking shrunken and shrink-wrapped.  The Urraca
staff’s performance, as great and creepy
as always, kept our minds off the chill
in the air and the darkening grey above
us.  We had just finished hearing the
story about the young, reckless trapper
who, caught in a sudden mist on the
top of the mesa, followed a blue light
to just short of the mesa’s vertical cliff
face—only to accidentally topple one
of the cat totems and subsequently
be pushed to his death by a lifeless
Anasazi hand for having mocked their
existence.  We had just finished hearing
this story when a sudden mist rolled
in from the north, swiftly covering the
entire mesa top, and brought another
light rain.  Campers’ eyes went wide,
advisors were muttering uneasily
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under their breath, and I’ll admit, the
swiftness of the mist made even me
uneasy.  It seemed to know we were
watching it and talking about it, like it
was conscious of us.  Like it was communicating with us.
     We went to bed chilled, damp, and
quiet.  I fell asleep listening to the light
plucking of a guitar and the Anasazi’s
stories whispering to me through the
Ponderosa needles.
     The rain was still falling at 4:30, so
we skipped Inspiration Point and slept
on, and by 6:00 the morning sun had
cleared away the clouds to bring us
blue skies and a warm waking.  After
coffee, half of breakfast and a sincere
goodbye, I left my crew and began to
hike down the north face of the mesa.  
A sunny view of the Tooth urged me
forward, and the wet road’s many
tracks kept me busy while I hiked.  I
spotted a very clear mountain lion
track, plenty of turkey and magpie
tracks, deer tracks, a small mammal,
and what at first appeared to be a bear
print but on closer inspection revealed
itself to be only a boot sole.
     I flung two-inch platforms of mud
off the bottom of my boots as I hiked
the road to the trail head.  By the time
I arrived, I was enjoying the beautiful
weather so much that I thought I might
just continue on the road back to Stonewall Pass and down to Miner’s Park
to surprise my Denver crew and rock
climb with them.   I was wiping sweat
from my brow and trying to finalize my
decision when a magpie flew down on
the edge of the road just ahead of me.  
He walked across the road, cocked a
single black eye in my direction, then
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flew away.  
     First the late-night mist, then the
portent of doom crossing my path—this
was getting eerie.  I took a step back,
and bumped directly into the trail sign.  
At the same time, the scrub oak behind
me exploded in a brief, loud crash.  I
wheeled around to look, expecting an
animal to be looking back, or the trail
sign to be felled in the brambles, and
saw—nothing.  The trail sign stood
quietly, the scrub oak sat unmoving,
the only audible sound the tops of the
Ponderosas.  
     I booked it down the trail, not
looking back, expecting to feel a cold,
lifeless grip on my shoulder with every
step.  Halfway across the meadow, a
single guitar string plucked just behind
me, echoing briefly, before disappearing into the wind.
     I hiked faster.
     Halfway down the mesa, my nerves
still on edge, I rounded a gentle right
curve in a relatively thickly forested
section of trail.  The trail was set into
the ground, the rim of earth off to my
right about shoulder level.  I picked my
head up, looked off to my right, and
saw directly into the yellow eyes of a
150 pound mountain lion less than ten
feet from my face.  Not a second went
by before another explosion of scrub
oak—this time with a source.  The big
cat turned and bounded off, its tail
swaying before me for only seconds
before vanishing into the green.
     My heart pounded, the adrenaline
surged, but instead of fear, I felt elation.  
My hopes of seeing a mountain lion
had been fulfilled—unexpectedly, and
out of blind luck.  I stepped off again,
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beaming, and after two steps saw a
lone mule deer on the opposite side of
the trail, eyes wide, walking slowly and
dumbly into the woods.  
     What fortune, what providence,
what luck! I thought.  The mist and the
magpie came back to me through the
excitement of my run-in, the sourceless crash and the string pluck.  A hope
fulfilled, a dream realized, a sign that
guided me and a scare that hastened
me.  Maybe it wasn’t luck.  And
maybe the spirits weren’t as nefarious
as Urraca camp staff wanted me to
believe.  Maybe, I thought as I hiked
along, flinging a new platform of wet

mud, they knew what I really wanted,
and where I needed to be.  
     I don’t know if I really believe that.  
Even after the experience, it seems
far-fetched.  But even as I hiked down
the rest of the mesa, a mountain lion
behind me, the Tooth in front of me, I
felt eyes and mystery waiting in every
shadow of the trail.
First Place – Essay,
Spencer Shadel,
Dublin, OH
Ranger

PSA Staff Scholarship program growing
The Philmont Staff Association Seasonal Staff Scholarship program has grown
steadily over the past five years.  More
dollars for college expenses have been
awarded each year, and more Philstaff
have submitted applications for these
funds. Both trends continued last summer. Ninety-eight summer staff applied
for the PSA Seasonal Staff Scholarships in 2011. Thanks to our members’
generosity, the PSA awarded a total of
$34,000 to thirty recipients last year.  
     The Philmont Staff Association is
working hard to make 2012 an even
bigger year for the Seasonal Staff
Scholarship program. There will be
more funds available for you to use for
school expenses. However, you need
to apply. Forms are available around
the ranch, including the Silver Sage
Staff Activity Center and the PSA of-
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fice. Scholarship awards of $500 for 1st
year staff, $1,000 for 2nd year staff, and
$1,500 for 3rd year staff will be made
for the Fall of 2012 – Spring of 2013
academic year.  Payment of the scholarship will be distributed directly to the
school.  Applications are due August
31, 2012.
     Over the past five years, $96,000 was
been awarded to Philstaff. First-year
staff to seasoned veterans, Wranglers
to PTC staff to Rangers, freshmen to
graduate school students, the Philmont
staff has been well represented among
the scholarship winners. All college and
post-secondary education students are
encouraged to apply this year.
     For further information, contact the
PSA office at 575-376-1138, or go on-line
at www.philstaff.com.
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1st Place - Sunrise & Sunset
Chris Lo
Arlington, MA
Black Mountain
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1st Place - Wildlife
David Danker
Naperville, IL
Ranger
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2nd Place - Black & White
Mary Manneschmidt
Knoxville, TN
Wrangler

2nd Place - Digital Creations
Luke Wajrowski
Crystal Lake, IL
Activities

2nd Place - Flowers & Plants
Samuel Parnell
Winston-Salem, NC
Security

2nd Place - Camper Activity
Scott Allen
Fredericksburg, TX
Ranger
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2nd Place - Humor
Chris Lo
Arlington, MA
Black Mountain

2nd Place - Landscape
David Danker
Naperville, IL
Ranger
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2nd Place - Porch View
Mary Manneschmidt
Knoxville, TN
Wrangler
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2nd Place - Staff Activity
Mary Manneschmidt
Knoxville, TN
Wrangler
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2nd Place - Wildlife
David Danker
Naperville, IL
Ranger

2nd Place - Storms & Rainbows
Mary Manneschmidt
Knoxville, TN
Wrangler
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2nd Place - Sunrise & Sunset
Aaron Reiske
Provo, UT
Activities
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3nd Place - Black & White
Steve Hentzelman
Lake City, FL
Security
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3rd Place - Camper Activity
David Coon
Siloam Springs, AR
Ranger

3nd Place - Digital Creations
Steve Hentzelman
Lake City, FL
Security
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3rd Place - Flowers & Plants
Rachel Taylor
Ogden, UT
News and Photo Service
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3rd Place - Humor
Savannah Moore
Jay, FL
Activities
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3rd Place - Landscapes
Christine Salisbury
Raytown, MO
Ranger
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3rd Place - Porch Views
Patrick Lynch
Peabody, MA
PTC
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3rd Place - Staff Activities
Scott Chalmers
McFarland, WI
Conservation
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3rd Place - Storms & Rainbows
Scott Allen
Fredericksburg, TX
Ranger
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Join the Club!
Philmont Staff
Association

A fellowship of current
and
former Philmont staff

It’s just $15.00 for a year’s membership!

3rd Place - Sunrise & Sunset
Chris Keener
Toledo, OH
Ranger

3rd Place - Wildlife
David Spitznagel
Gainesville, FL
News and Photo Service

That gets you 6 issues of High Country with
updates, news and stories all about “God’s Country”,
plus access to our online membership directory
listing former staff living all over the world, and a
nifty PSA car decal. As a member, you will also be
able to join us at PSA events held at Philmont and
beyond.
We also have cool Nalgene water bottles, t-shirts,
CDs with great Philmont songs, and more.
Just fill out this form and I-Camp to the PSA office
or send to: PSA, 17 Deer Run Road,
Cimarron, NM 87714.
You can also join online at www.philstaff.com.

SIGN UP NOW!!!
Name: ______________________________________________
Position/Department: __________________________________
Permanent Address: __________________________________
City, State, ZIP: ______________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________
Birthday: ___________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________________
Payment method (Check appropriate box):
CASH ______ CHECK ______
CREDIT CARD: #____________________ EXP. DATE: _____
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